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Amazon: http://bit.ly/CWSPv2

http://amzn.com/1119211085
http://bit.ly/CWSPv2


Topics
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 History of Wi-Fi security

 Five Tenets of WLAN security

 Real-world caveats of Wi-Fi security

 WPA3

 Challenges and Future of WLAN security



802.11 security standards and certifications
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IEEE IEEE Wi-Fi 
Alliance

Encryption
Method

Cipher Key 
Generation

Legacy Open WEP ARC4 Static

Pre-802.11i WPA-
Personal

PSK TKIP ARC4 Dynamic

Post-802.11i WPA-
Enterprise

802.1X TKIP ARC4 Dynamic

Post-802.11i WPA-2 
Personal

PSK CCMP AES Dynamic

Post-802.11i WPA-2
Enterprise

802.1X CCMP AES Dynamic



Five tenets of WLAN security
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I. Authentication, Authorization and 
Accounting (AAA)

II. Data Privacy and Integrity
III. Segmentation (Access Control)
IV. Monitoring
V. Policy



Wi-Fi security and the OSI model
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1 Physical

7 Application

6 Presentation

5 Session

4 Transport

3 Network

2 Data Link

 OSI Model

 Remember that Wi-Fi operates at Layer 1 
and the MAC sublayer of Layer 2

 Robust Security Network (RSN) security 
mechanisms operate at the MAC sublayer 

WLAN Security



AAA

 Authentication: Validate user/device identity
 Authorization: Authorize user/device identity
 Accounting: Paper trail

 Wi-Fi is a wireless portal into corporate networks
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Validating identity is important!
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David Coleman

 Wi-Fi Geek

 Born February 1960

David Coleman Headley

 Convicted terrorist

 Born June 1960



Authentication – 802.1X/EAP
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LDAP

EAP EAP

RADIUSCLIENT AP

Root CA cert
Server cert

 Extensible Authentication Protocol 
(EAP)
 Server certificate and Root CA 

certificate
 Tunneled authentication using 

SSL/TLS

 802.1X: Port based access control
 Authorization Framework
 Supplicant
 Authenticator
 Authentication Server

 Integrates with LDAP



Encryption
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 Encapsulated inside the frame 
body of an 802.11 data frame 
is an upper-layer payload 
called the MAC service data 
unit (MSDU).
 The MSDU contains data from 

the Logical Link Control (LLC) 
and layers 3–7. 
 When encryption is enabled, 

the MSDU payload within an 
802.11 data frame is 
encrypted. 

Encrypted Frame Body

MSDU payload: 0 -2304 Bytes

MAC Header

Upper Layer Protocols

LLC & Layers 3 -7
Trailer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 802.11-2016 standard defines four encryption methods that operate at layer 2 of the OSI model: WEP, TKIP, CCMP, and GCMP. WEP and TKIP are no longer allowed.



Dynamic Key Encryption Generation
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 There is a symbiotic relationship between PSK/802.1X authentication and the 
generation of dynamic encryption keys. 

 An outstanding by‐product of 802.1X/EAP can be the generation and distribution 
of dynamic encryption keys. 

 Dynamic encryption keys can also be generated as a by‐product of PSK 
authentication.

 Encryption and authentication are tied to each other in a Robust Secure 
Network Association (RSNA). 



4-Way Handshake
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 EAP protocols that utilize mutual 
authentication provide “seeding material” 
that can be used to generate encryption 
keys dynamically.
 To create the pairwise transient key (PTK),

the 4‐Way Handshake uses a 
pseudo‐random function that combines the 
following:

 Pairwise Master Key (PMK)
 Numerical authenticator nonce
 Numeral supplicant nonce
 Authenticator’s MAC address(AA)
 Supplicant’s MAC address (SPA) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EAP protocols that utilize mutual authentication provide “seeding material” that can be used to generate encryption keys dynamically.Mutual authentication is required to generate unique dynamic encryption keys. The following is a simplified depiction of the formula used by the pseudo‐random function (PRF) to derive a pairwise transient key: PTK = PRF (PMK + ANonce + SNonce + AA + SPA)�



Role -based access control (RBAC)
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user-1

user-2

user-3

SSID: Corp-Wi-Fi

AP RADIUS

VLAN 10
firewall-policy-A
bandwidth: unlimited 

VLAN 20
firewall-policy-B
bandwidth: 4 Mbps

VLAN 30
firewall-policy-C
bandwidth: 2 Mbps

If AD group = sales,
then send AVP = Role-A

LDAP

Role-A:
VLAN 10
firewall-policy-A
bandwidth: unlimited 

Role-B:
VLAN 20
firewall-policy-B
bandwidth: 4 Mbps

Role-C:
VLAN 30
firewall-policy-C
bandwidth: 2 Mbps

Active Directory groups:
sales
marketing
finance

If AD group = marketing,
then send AVP = Role-B

If AD group = finance,
then send AVP = Role-C



Monitoring - WIPS

 Very often, the WLAN 
vendors’ WIPS solution 
was just enough to “check-
a-box” in a request-for-
proposal (RFP). 

 Sadly, in many cases, 
WIPS security is now just 
an after-thought.
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Extreme AirDefense: https://www.extremenetworks.com/extreme-networks-blog/extreme-networks-
wireless-security-jewel-airdefense/

Threat Score Over Time

Total Traffic TX & RX

Association Analysis

Threat Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AirDefense continuously safeguards the network from external threats 24x7x365 and automates action (mitigation, notification & information gathering) when attacks occur, enabling an immediate response. It also enables compliance with regulations such as PCI-DSS, Sarbanes-Oxley, HIPAA, and GLBA. AirDefense continues to lead the industry with a library of over 230 threat detection signatures. Wireless events are, by their nature, transient. This presents an enormous problem for administrators researching security and performance issues. Without granular historical records of activity, research is virtually impossible. AirDefense Forensic Analysis provides administrators with the ability to rewind and review detailed records of wireless activity that can assist in forensic investigations or network performance troubleshooting. Administrators can view the activity of a suspect device for a period of months in minute-by-minute detail if needed. The number of device statistics stored for each wireless device is over 300 data points per connection per device per minute. Automated forensic analysis of these data points provides visibility into devices and a more accurate assessment of wireless threats, including anomalies and day-zero attacks.Air Defense has also been a leader in behavioral analysis to recognize any patterns that deviate from regular WLAN activity. Behavioral analysis identifies abnormal network behavior based on historical metrics. Anomalies are found, even though other intrusion detection techniques would not necessarily discover them. In 2019, we added support for 802.11ax and WPA3 related security signatures. 

https://www.extremenetworks.com/extreme-networks-blog/extreme-networks-wireless-security-jewel-airdefense/


Policy
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Human beings are always the weakest link

 General policy
 Statement of Authority
 Audience
 Violation reporting procedures
 Risk assessment & threat analysis
 Security auditing

 Functional policy
 Baseline practices
 Monitoring and response



Policy – Penetration Testing
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 A popular WLAN auditing tool 
is Wi-Fi Pineapple from Hak5. 

 Wi-Fi Pineapple consists of 
custom, purpose-built 
hardware and software, 
enabling its users to quickly 
and easily deploy advanced 
attacks using an intuitive web 
interface. www.wifipineapple.com

http://www.wifipineapple.com/


Real-World Caveats – 802.1X – Server certificate
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 802.1X requires a server cert 
signed by a CA

 The simple method is to purchase a 
server certificate from a trusted root 
Certificate Authority (CA) such as 
GoDaddy (www.godaddy.com) or 
Verisign (www.verisign.com) 

http://www.godaddy.com/
http://www.verisign.com/


Real-World Caveats – 802.1X
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 The major trusted Certificate 
Authorities pay a lot of many to 
have their public root certificates 
accessible within the various 
operating systems. 

 The main advantage of purchasing 
a server certificate from a trusted 
CA is that there is no need to 
distribute and install root 
certificates on WLAN clients 
because they already are there. 



Real-World Caveats – 802.1X
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 The downside of using a public CA 
with 802.1X/EAP is that an attacker 
can possibly perform a man-in-the 
middle attack. 

 An attacker can use a rogue AP 
along with rogue RADUS server 
and a server certificate that was 
also created from the same public 
CA.



Real-World Caveats – 802.1X
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 This attack is complex and has 
many moving parts. 

 But because the chain of trust 
might be compromised, most 
organizations instead choose to 
install a server certificate signed by 
an internal CA on the RADIUS 
server.



Real-World Caveats – 802.1X
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 The other option is to create a server 
certificate signed by an internal private CA 
such as Microsoft Certificate Services. 

 Much like a public CA, a private CA 
establishes an internal company trust chain 
using separate certificates for the root and the 
servers. 

 Many companies choose this method 
because they prefer to keep all the security 
in-house.



Real-World Caveats – 802.1X
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 There must be a means in which to distribute 
and install the root certificate to all of the 
WLAN supplicants. 

 For example, the root certificate must be 
installed in the Trusted Root Certification 
Authorities Store of a Windows machine. 

 Installing the root certificate onto Windows 
laptops can be easily automated using a 
group policy object (GPO).



Real-World Caveats – 802.1X
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 However, a GPO cannot be used for MacOS, 
iOS, or Android mobile devices, or for 
personal Windows BYOD device that are not 
joined to the AD domain. 

 Manually installing certificates on mobile 
devices and employee-owned devices is an 
administrative nightmare.

 For this reason, mobile device management 
(MDM) solutions are often deployed. 



Real-World Caveats – 802.1X
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 Instead of a full-blown MDM solution, another 
option is a self-service device onboarding 
solution. 

 Several WLAN vendors offer self-service 
solutions so employees can easily self-install 
security credentials such as an 802.1X /EAP 
root CA certificate.

 Third-party self-service onboarding solutions 
such as SecureW2 (www.securew2.com) are 
also available.  

http://www.securew2.com/


Real-World Caveats – 802.1X
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 Most secure 802.1X protocol is EAP-TLS 
which make use of client-side certificates. 

 A client certificate is an entirely different 
animal within a PKI infrastructure.

 Distribution of client certificates adds a 
whole new layer of complexity 



Real World Caveats – static PSK
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PSK = passphrase123!

PSK = passphrase123!

 8-63 character shared passphrase

Never intended for use in the enterprise

Often used for BYOD, Guest Access 
and IoT devices in the enterprise

Susceptible to offline dictionary attacks

Wi-Fi Alliance recommends 20 strong 
characters or more

Biggest weakness is that the PSK 
credential is “static”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The risks involved with WPA/WPA2-Personal are basically twofold: Network resources can be placed at riskEncryption keys can be duplicated.WPA/WPA2-Personal uses the weak PSK authentication method that is vulnerable to an offline brute-force dictionary attack.WLAN auditing software such as coWPAtty and Aircrack-ng can be used for malicious purposes to obtain weak passphrases using an offline brute-force dictionary attack. If the passphrase is compromised, you can access the WLAN and you can decrypt the traffic



Private PreShared Key (PPSK)
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User 1

User 2

User 3

SSID: Corp-Wi-Fi
Authentication: Private PSK
PPSK1: *#&-334!@dfg
PPSK2: 99iK3-%%3jkl
PPSK3: uu&&$tY39Df

SSID: Corp-Wi-Fi
passphrase: *#&-334!@dfg

SSID: Corp-Wi-Fi
passphrase: 99iK3-%%3jkl

SSID: Corp-Wi-Fi
passphrase: uu&&$tY39Df

AP

All users and devices have unique credentials
 If a user leaves or device is lost, the PPSK credential is 

simply changed for that one user or device



Private PreShared Key (PPSK)
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Multiple per-user and per-device 
PSKs assigned to a single SSID

Easy to deploy

No need for PKI, certificates or 
RADIUS servers

Can be time-based credentials

Solves the “static” PSK problem



Private PreShared Key (PPSK) – Use Cases
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 IoT Devices: Provide unique and secure 
credentials for IoT devices. Many IoT 
devices and/or devices only support 
WPA2 Personal (PSK) 

 BYOD: Onboarding personal and/or 
company issued mobile devices with 
unique and secure credentials

Guest Access: Provide guest users with 
unique and secure credentials



Real-World Caveats – Hotspot Wi-Fi Access
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 The bad guys are lurking at public 
access Wi-Fi hotspots

Corporate Guest SSID are using open 
and unsecure

Growing trend to provide encrypted 
guest access



Encrypted Hotspot Security– Passpoint devices
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 Another growing trend with public access networks is the use of 802.1X/EAP 
with Hotspot 2.0. 
 Hotspot 2.0 is a Wi-Fi Alliance technical specification that is supported by the 

Passpoint certification program. 

 Implementation is USA hotspots is sporadic and requires client-side support



Encrypted Guest access – Enterprise
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PPSK credentials have 
gained popularity for private 
company guest access
Provides unique security 

credentials and encrypted 
guest access
Value-added security for 

guest Wi-Fi users

Another option is OWE 



Real-World Caveats:  Corporate Guest Access
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Guest user traffic 
should always be 
segmented from 
employee user traffic.  

 Guest SSID: Wireless guest users should always connect to a separate guest SSID because it will have 
different security policies than a corporate or employee SSID.

 Guest VLAN: Guest user traffic should be segmented into a unique VLAN tied to an IP subnet that does not 
mix with the employee user VLANs.

 Captive Web Portal: A captive web portal can be used to accept guest login credentials. More importantly, the 
captive web portal should have a legal disclaimer.

 Guest Firewall Policy:  An ingress guest firewall policy is the most important component of WLAN guest 
management. 



WPA History
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Security Enhancements have typically taken a reactive approach:
WEP – first exploits 2001  
WPA (2003)

attempted to bridge security gap from WEP to 802.11i
2008 – Beck-Tews attacks shows vulnerabilities in TKIP (compromises confidentiality)
WPA-PSK brute force attacks (compromises network access and confidentiality)

WPA2 (2004) - IS NOT BROKE
Integrated security enhancements from 802.11i (added AES)
WPA2-PSK: brute force attacks still exist
Still maintains a TKIP only mode of operation
Inconsistent cryptography strength (SHA-1 <80 bits of security)

WPA3 (2018)
Disallows WEP & TKIP protocols
Requires the use of Protected Management Frames 
Replaces PSK with SAE (Simultaneous Authentication of Equals)



WPA3 Enterprise
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 802.1X security has not changed

 Disallows WEP & TKIP protocols

 Requires the use of Protected Management Frames 

 Optional Suite B Security certification, provides greater security 
• Based on U.S. Government cryptographic tools for sensitive networks
• 192-bit Security suite of protocols includes:

• AES-GCM-256 for authenticated encryption
• HMAC-SHA384 for key derivation and key confirmation
• ECDHE and ECDSA using a 384-bit elliptic curve 
• RSA key lengths of 3k-bits or greater 
• BIP-GMAC-256 for robust management frame protection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WPA2-Enterprise offers a lot of options, not all combinations are secure:Diffie-Hellmann or RSA key exchangeRSA: 1k or 2k keysDifferent TLS versions possibleWPA3-Enterprise with 192-bit mode: 192-bit mode enforces EAP-TLS, 256 bit encryption and SHA384RSA keys > 3K or elliptic curve P-384Quantum resistantEAP server enforces policy via RADIUS attributes4-Way Handshake uses SHA384 with 192-bit AKM 



WPA3 Personal
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 Disallows WEP & TKIP protocols

 Requires the use of Protected Management Frames 

 Replaces PSK with Simultaneous Authentication of Equals (SAE)
• Password is never shared during the key exchange protocol

• Uses ‘Zero knowledge proof’
• Resistant to dictionary attacks, you only get to guess the password once



SAE
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WPA3 Personal replacement 
for PSK authentication

 Secure Authentication of 
Equals (SAE)

 SAE is a variant of Dragonfly, 
a password authentication key 
exchange based on a zero-
knowledge proof

SAE commit

SAE commit

SAE confirm

SAE confirm

Select passphrase Select passphrase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WPA3-Personal is based on Simultaneous Authentication of Equals (SAE), defined in Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Std 802.11-2016. SAE uses a Dragonfly handshake defined in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) RFC 7664 specification and applies it to a Wi-Fi network for password-based authentication. The Wi‐Fi Alliance WPA3 Specification defines additional requirements for devices operating in SAE modes. SAE is a key exchange protocol that authenticates two peers using only a password, resulting in a shared secret between the two peers that can be used for secret communication while exchanging data over a public network. It provides a secure alternative to using certificates or when a centralized authority is not available. 



SAE
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SAE commit

SAE commit

SAE confirm

SAE confirm

Select passphrase Select passphrase

Prove you know the 
credentials without 
compromising the 
credentials

No forging, modification or 
replay attacks

No offline dictionary attacks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WPA3-Personal is based on Simultaneous Authentication of Equals (SAE), defined in Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Std 802.11-2016. SAE uses a Dragonfly handshake defined in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) RFC 7664 specification and applies it to a Wi-Fi network for password-based authentication. The Wi‐Fi Alliance WPA3 Specification defines additional requirements for devices operating in SAE modes. SAE is a key exchange protocol that authenticates two peers using only a password, resulting in a shared secret between the two peers that can be used for secret communication while exchanging data over a public network. It provides a secure alternative to using certificates or when a centralized authority is not available. 



Real-World Caveats – WPA3
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 Although WPA3 security has been 
around since 2018, mandatory 
support just became a requirement 
this year

 95% of current client population 
does not support

 Tactical deployments of WPA3 are 
rare but growing



Enhanced Open 
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 Optional certification for Wi-Fi CERTIFIED devices
 Separate certification for open networks, not a component of WPA3
 Does not require WPA2 or WPA3 certification

 Enhanced Open = Opportunistic Wireless Encryption (OWE) protocol
 No user intervention required & no passwords to enter
 Encryption without authentication
 No authentication means no unique identity

 Enhanced Open mode provides basic protection against snooping, or 
eavesdropping over open networks

 Requires use of Protected Management Frames (PMF)



Real-World Caveats – OWE (Enhanced Open)

42

 Will not work with legacy clients

 OWE support on new clients is also rare 
because it is optional

 Encryption without authentication

 However support will most likely be mandated 
for the upcoming 6 GHz frequency band
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5.925 MHz 6.425 MHz

UNII-5 UNII-6

6.525 MHz

UNII-7 UNII-8

6.875 MHz 7.125 MHz

20 MHz

40 MHz

80 MHz

160 MHz

(59) 20 MHz channels
(29) 40 MHz channels
(14) 80 MHz channels
(7) 160 MHz channels

1200 MHz of new frequency spectrum



Concerns and Future of Wi-Fi Security
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 Lack of proper implementation

 IoT Devices - low-hanging fruit

 BLE attacks and hacks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Man in the middle attackPassive eavesdropping for BLE devices using Legacy connection modeWeak connection process when pairing devicesDevice duplicationBluetooth Data ExfiltrationBluetooth based threatsBlueBorneBleedingBitCarwhisperer



Bluetooth Proliferation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Man in the middle attackPassive eavesdropping for BLE devices using Legacy connection modeWeak connection process when pairing devicesDevice duplicationBluetooth Data ExfiltrationBluetooth based threatsBlueBorneBleedingBitCarwhisperer



Questions

46



Wi-Fi 6 for Dummies
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Download your free copy today!

http://bit.ly/WiFi6forDummies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although this webinar has been about the revolution of Cloud-Driven Networking, a generational paradigm shift is also occurring with Wi-Fi technology…. Wi-Fi 6.  If you want to learn more about Wi-Fi 6,  please download the FREE ‘Wi-Fi 6 for Dummies’ guide for everything you need to know to get ahead of this shift and future-proof your network.  Included in your free guide:A historical look at past generations of Wi-Fi and efficiency limitationsA deep-dive about OFDMA which is the secret sauce of Wi-Fi 6 that promises authentic multi-user communication An overview of other crucial Wi-Fi 6 technologies including BSS Color, TWT, 1024-QAM, and MU-MIMOReal-world questions about Wi-Fi 6 and deployment considerations for your existing networkAn overview of the industry’s first family of Wi-Fi 6 access points – from Extreme Networks

http://bit.ly/WiFi6forDummies
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